CHAMELEON CLASS END OF TERM 5 NEWSLETTER
Dear Parents and Carers,
It has been a short but totally packed term for Chameleon class!
Our topic work has been around our world and climate change. The children have come up with some super
ideas to fundraise for the charity ‘Bin Twinning’. We are looking forward to continuing this next term as our
new topic also looks at climate change.
In D.T, we received some resources from Dyson including one of their fans. We learned that the fan was
designed when engineers considered the problem with traditional electric fans – they are hard to clean and
the spinning blades can be unsafe. The children thought about problems with other items and how they
could design a product to solve the problem, and had great fun creating their ideas from cardboard!
The Year 6s worked incredibly hard on their SATs tests and we are really proud of
them! They all tried really hard and we were so impressed with their calm and
positive attitudes.
Chameleon classroom has been full of singing since SATs week, with production
rehearsals in full swing and our ‘I Sing POP’ workshop and trip. Thank you for all of
your help with learning songs – I am told that some children are even singing in their
sleep!
May Fair was a hit as always
– a huge thanks to everyone
involved in organising it! Our
year 6s loved being able to
run their own stalls and the
year 5s were given an extra
chance to take part in may
poling thanks to the brilliant
Mr Howe.

Next term is sure to be a busy one, with Y6 transition visits, production, sports day, the swimming gala and
plenty of leavers’ activities! PE will be on Wednesdays and Thursdays, except for the very first week back.
(For the first week, we will have our last swimming lesson on Friday and therefore no PE on Wednesday.)
The children have been set SPaG and TTrockstars homework which is due after half term – if they were super
quick, they may have already handed it in! They also need to learn their songs off by heart so that we can
start thinking about staging next term.
As ever, please feel free to get in touch with any questions or concerns. You can catch me on the school gate
or email chameleon@lfssq.wilts.sch.uk. We hope you have a super break and enjoy the bank holiday!
Mrs Webster & Mrs Flynn

